, and let be the -dimensional unit cube. For a nondegenerate simplex , by we denote the homothetic image of with center of homothety in the center of gravity of S and ratio of homothety . We apply the following numerical characteristics of a simplex. Denote by the minimal with the property . By we denote the minimal such that is contained in a translate of a simplex . By we mean the th axial diameter of , i. e., the maximum length of a segment contained in and parallel to the th coordinate axis. We apply the computational formulae for , , which have been proved by the first author. In the paper we discuss the case . Let Earlier the first author formulated the conjecture: if , then . He proved this statement for and the case when is an Hadamard number, i. e., there exist an Hadamard matrix of order . The following conjecture is more strong proposition: for each , there exist , not depending on , such that By we denote the minimal with such a property. If is an Hadamard number, then the precise value of is 1. The existence of for other was unclear. In this paper with the use of computer methods we obtain an equality Also we prove the new estimate which improves the earlier result Our conjecture is that is precisely . Applying this value in numerical computations we achive the value Denote by the minimal norm of interpolation projector onto the space of linear functions of variables as an operator from in . It is known that, for each , and for here we have an equality. Using computer methods we obtain the result . Hence, the minimal such that the above inequality has a strong form is equal to 4.
INTRODUCTION

First let us give main denotations. Further on
An element we will write in the form By definition, For a convex body by we denote the homothetic copy of with center of homothety in center of gravity of and ratio By homothet of a convex body we mean the result of its homothety with some a center. Translate means the result of a parallel translation. Hence, any translate of convex body 1 The article was translated by the authors. 
has the form where If is a convex polyhedron, then denotes the set of vertices of We say that an -dimensional simplex is circumscribed around convex body if and each -dimensional facet of contains a point of A convex polyhedron is inscribed in if any vertex of this polyhedron belongs to the boundary of For a convex body , denote by maximum length of a segment contained in and parallel to the -axis. We call as the th axial diameter of The notion axial diameter was introduced by P. Scott [11, 12] .
For a simplex and a convex body , let us introduce the value
We put
Note that equality is equivalent to the inclusion If are convex bodies, then we denote by minimal such that is contained in a translate of , i. e., in homothet with ratio of convex body . Let us take
In the present paper we compute and for simplices Also we consider the value
The symbol denotes the set of continuous functions with uniform norm By we mean the set of polynomials in variables of degree , or linear functions, i. e., the linear span of Notation means that there exist constants not depending of such that .
Numerical characteristics of -dimensional convex bodies (in the first place, of simplices and parallelotopes), as well as applications of these characteristics to problems in polynomial interpolation, were considered in the papers of the first author. Many results are systematized in his monograph [7] . This book also contains the proofs and detailed references. Any polynomial satisfies an equality
∑
That is why we call as basic Lagrange polynomials with respect to . Taking we get Therefore, numbers are the barycentric coordinates of point concerning . Simplex is given by each system of inequalities and . It is proved in [4] that the th axial diameter of satisfies the equality (1) In there exists a unique segment of length parallel to the -axis. Center of this segment coincides with the point Each -dimensional facet of contains at least one of endpoints of the segment. These results were generalized for maximum segment in parallel to an arbitrary vector . In [8] the first author obtained formulae for the length and the endpoints of this segment via coordinates of vertices of and vector The mentioned above location is the characteristic property of the segment. This property is equivalent to the formulae for its endpoints.
It follows from (1) and properties of (see [7; Chapter 1]) that is equal to the sum of positive elements of the th row of and simultaneously is equal to the sum of absolute values of negative elements of this row. Now let us give computational formulae for above geometric characteristics concerning homothety. Let be a nondegenerate simplex, and let be a convex body in It is proved in [7; §1.3] that in the case we have 
For an arbitrary convex body and nondegenerate simplex in ,
(see [7; Section 1.4] ). If then is equivalent to the equality An elegant equality (7) gives connection between and axial diameters of . For the first time it was proved in [6] . Let us note that this equality has some interesting corollaries. Here we mention the following formula to compute using coefficients of the polynomials (8) It follows from (8) and properties of that is equal to the sum of positive elements standing in upper rows of and simultaneously is equal to the sum of absolute values of negative elements standing in these rows.
Let
be the vertices of nondegenerate simplex Interpolation projector with the set of nodes is defined according the equalities The following analogue of Lagrange interpolation formula holds:
Norm of projector as an operator from to satisfies the equality By denote the minimal value of . Suppose . We say that point is -vertex of with respect to simplex if for projector with nodes in vertices of we have an equality and among the numbers exactly are negative. It is obtained in [5] that for any projector and corresponding simplex (9) The right-hand equality in takes place if and only if there exists -vertex of with respect to If for some we have -vertex of with respect to then It follows from (9) that for each (10) For more detailed information concerning analysis and generalizations of relations (9), (10) see [3, 5, 7] . The asymptotic relations for and given below mean that starting with some the right-hand inequality in (10) becomes strict. This holds true at least if . (Proved in [3] ; the bound seems to be too high.) Nevertheless, for the right-hand inequality in (10) turnes into equality, i.e. for these
Minimal such that validity of this equality is not clear was equal to . Computational arguments given below mean that for the right-hand inequality in (10) holds strictly. If , then . Taking into account (7), we get
Hence, from (9) and (10) [5] it is shown that therefore, (11) implies and . The equality also follows from the fact that has maximum volume in , as far as axial diameters of such a simplex are equal to 1. This interesting property of maximum volume simplices in was at first established by M. Lassak [10] . Also this property may be deduced from (7) (see [6, 7] for details).
TWO HYPOTHESES ON
AND Now let us give two hypotheses formulated in [7; section 3.10] concerning numerical characteristics of a simplex. In equivalent form these conjectures were stated in [5] .
( 
, θ = , . ≤ θ ≤ = . ,
≤ θ ≤ . , = .
≤ θ ≤ , θ = . ; ξ = , ξ = + = .
, ξ = , ≤ ξ ≤ = . ,
≤ ξ ≤ . , ξ = . It is sufficient to take into account the equality and consider the triangle with vertices
Computations by formulae from Section 1 give , therefore, we obtain (17). By the conjecture expressed in [5] , is exactly equal to the right-hand part of (17). Our computer experiments show that this is really true. In the next Section we will describe corresponding computations.
ESTIMATE OF
The functions and from (15) are functions of vertices of -dimensional simplex. Each of them depends on variables. Expressions for and via coordinates of vertices of may be found by formulae given in Section 1. Even for small these expressions are rather bulky and it is difficult to study them with analytical methods. For checking (15) in two-dimensional case we performed some computational experiments.
We consider characteristics of the simplex as functions of coordinates of its vertices. It is convinient to use designations different than used in other parts of the paper. Let be two-dimensional simplex with vertices , , . Then we have , . Define the function 
Let us remind that The inequality (15) into equal parts and calculated maximum of in nodes of partition. We didn't consider the cases when the denominator in (18) was lesser than and when (see Section 1).
(b) Analysing the set of simplices with vertices on the boundary of the square. Considering the results described above, we suppose that the vertices of extremal simplex are situated on the boundary of We have to examine the following cases: (1) three vertices of the simplex are on three different sides of the square, (2) two vertices are situated on one of the sides while the third one is on the adjoining side, (3) two vertices are on one side while the third is on the opposite side.
For analyzing the cases 1), 2) and 3) we had to find maxima of the functions (21) where . We performed several tests using special version of our C++ program. The sides of the square were divided into equal parts. Each vertex was positioned in each point of division of the corresponding side.
As it was mentioned above, the denominator in (18) may take arbitrary small values. It was of special interest to consider the simplices close to the simplices satisfying the condition . It is proved in [7; Chapter 2] that there is only one (up to similarity) simplex with such a property. This is simplex with vertices , , , where . In our notation this simplex corresponds to the point . The neighbourhood of this point was studied specially. This is discontinuity point of , but in its neighbourhood we have not found values of greater than . Figure 1 gives some representation of behaviour of the function in this neighbourhood. Here we put the graph of in the case when two vertices of the simplex are fixed while the third one moves along its side of the square. Let us note that this function is not piece-wise constant as it may seem from this graph.
(c) Finding maximum of on the border of with the use of the system of analytic computations.
The system of analytical computations Wolfram Mathematica can solve some extremal problems analytically, without using the numerical methods. We made some attempts to find maximum of the function of six variables by the function Maximize but we failed to find solution in a reasonable 1 ξ , , , , , − α , , , , ,  , , , , , = . ξ , , , , , − ξ AE time. Nevertheless, the system was able to solve the simplified form of the problem: finding the maximum of the function of three variables (21).
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We have obtained following results.
These results also support our hypothesis that maximum value of is equal to . 
Theorem.
We have an equality As it was remarked in Section 1, this condition is equivalent to the fact that simplex is circumscribed around This is also equivalent to the equality . So, we obtain the estimate The theorem is proved. Now consider the simplex with vertices , , , , This simplex is also appropriate for proving the theorem since we have Numerical characteristics of simplices and are presented in Table 1 . These characteristics were calculated with the application of formulae from Section 1. Note that simplices and have different volumes. Hence, these simplices are not equivalent, i. e., one of them may not be mapped into another one by means of orthogonal transformation. In our opinion, value detected with the use of these simplices not only improves the upper bound of , but also coincides with the exact value, i. e., . As we can see from Table 1 , simplices and have coinciding numerical characteristics except the volume, determinant of the matrix, and the norm of corresponding interpolation projector.
Computations yield that points , , , are -vertices of with respect to simplex . For any , there is no -vertices corresponding . In particular, there is no -vertex. This is also true for simplex Consequently, the right-hand inequality in (9) both for and takes place in the strict form. For example, for simplex double inequality (9) has the form The main figurants of this section, simplices and , were discovered utilizing computer. Minimization of was made with the use of programs written on Wolfram Language. After finding of initial approximations for minimum points we undertook further searching near these points. 13 4 333 3 … = .
13 4 333 3 … = .
P 10 3 333 3 … = .
8 2 666 3 … = .
7 2 333 3 … = .
